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Rotten Peaches (The Thelonious T. Bear Chronicles)
Everyone at Rotten School loves new student Angel Goodeboy. But as Bernie Bridges discovers, when the teachers aren't
watching, his new roommate is no angel.

Party Poopers
Bagels, Barry Bonds, and Rotten Politicians
Have you ever been REALLY mad at your best friend?

Rotten School #13: Got Cake?
The buttheads have landed—and they're trying to wipe us out! My best friend Lloyd and I had the perfect plan. We started a
blog to invite aliens to come to Earth and hang out—but only with us. That way, they wouldn't have to meet any boring
world leaders or get cut open by scientists or anything like that. We'd just chill out, eat junk food, and play video games
together. Sweet, right? And it worked! Two aliens showed up one night in the bathroom of my favorite restaurant, and we
snuck them home to my room. The problem is, they're total buttheads! Literally. They have butts on their heads, and they
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talk in farts. They're rude, disgusting, and they love Earth so much, they just invited 70 billion of their friends to join them
here. Oops. Now it's up to us—two sixth graders with B-pluses in science—to save the planet from the sickest
extraterrestrials in the universe. (Preferably without my parents finding out.) Sorry, everyone. Better get used to talking out
of your butts, because we're all probably doomed…

The Opposite of Spoiled
"[A] striking debut" — BUSTLE "masterful use of language.Weiss' novel is a great suggestion for fans of the Big Stone Gap
books, by Adriana Trigiani, and Mitford series, by Jan Karon."—Booklist, STARRED Review He's gonna be sorry he ever
messed with me and Loretta Lynn Sadie Blue has been a wife for fifteen days. That's long enough to know she should have
never hitched herself to Roy Tupkin, even with the baby. Sadie is desperate to make her own mark on the world, but in
remote Appalachia, a ticket out of town is hard to come by, and hope often gets stomped out. When a stranger sweeps into
Baines Creek and knocks things off kilter, Sadie finds herself with an unexpected lifelineif she can just figure out how to use
it. This intimate insight into a fiercely proud, tenacious community unfolds through the voices of the forgotten folks of
Baines Creek. With a colorful cast of characters that each contribute a new perspective, IF THE CREEK DON'T RISE is a
debut novel bursting with heart, honesty, and homegrown grit.

My Rotten Stepbrother Ruined Cinderella
Buffalo wings of steel! Just how stupid is Stupid Chicken? Bernie Bridges thinks the superfowl cartoon character is a dumb
cluck! And the same goes for his chirpy sidekick, Little Cluck-Cluck. But why not make a buck from a cluck? Bernie tries to
sell Stupid Chicken T-shirts to his pals. One problem—half the school hates Stupid Chicken. Their hero is Drastic Duck, the
Caped Quacker. Now Bernie finds himself caught in the middle of the battle between the Clucks and the Quacks!

The Good, the Bad, and the Very Slimy
In the spirit of Wendy Mogel’s The Blessing of a Skinned Knee and Po Bronson and Ashley Merryman’s Nurture Shock, New
York Times “Your Money” columnist Ron Lieber delivers a taboo-shattering manifesto that explains how talking openly to
children about money can help parents raise modest, patient, grounded young adults who are financially wise beyond their
years. For Ron Lieber, a personal finance columnist and father, good parenting means talking about money with our kids.
Children are hyper-aware of money, and they have scores of questions about its nuances. But when parents shy away from
the topic, they lose a tremendous opportunity—not just to model the basic financial behaviors that are increasingly
important for young adults but also to imprint lessons about what the family truly values. Written in a warm, accessible
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voice, grounded in real-world experience and stories from families with a range of incomes, The Opposite of Spoiled is both
a practical guidebook and a values-based philosophy. The foundation of the book is a detailed blueprint for the best ways to
handle the basics: the tooth fairy, allowance, chores, charity, saving, birthdays, holidays, cell phones, checking accounts,
clothing, cars, part-time jobs, and college tuition. It identifies a set of traits and virtues that embody the opposite of spoiled,
and shares how to embrace the topic of money to help parents raise kids who are more generous and less materialistic. But
The Opposite of Spoiled is also a promise to our kids that we will make them better with money than we are. It is for all of
the parents who know that honest conversations about money with their curious children can help them become more
patient and prudent, but who don’t know how and when to start.

Heidi Heckelbeck Has a Secret
Rotten School's bad boy, Bernie B., is trying to turn over a new leaf in order to date the prettiest girl in school, but he may
trip over his own slime trail.

The Teacher from Heck
Is Mrs. Heinie Gone Forever? Mrs. Heinie is so nearsighted, she can't find her nose without her glasses on! But she doesn't
have to see to know that Bernie Bridges and his Rotten House buddies are up to no good. Cuz they're ALWAYS up to no
good! Mrs. H. decides she can't take it anymore! She's replaced by a teacher named Mr. Skruloose. He's the Teacher from
HECK! He's so strict, he won't let kids SNEEZE! And he gives four hours of homework every night! Mr. Skruloose HAS to go.
The annual Water War is under way. Who has time for homework? Can Bernie think up a scheme to bring Mrs. Heinie back?
Does a weasel have lips?

How to Talk to Your Cat About Gun Safety
Presents librarians and teachers with information on more than 1,200 fiction series for children in kindergarten through
sixth grade, providing annotations, a listing of titles, important characters, genre, author biography, grade level, and major
themes.

Rita and Ralph's Rotten Day
It wasn't enough to ruin Maddie's report on Cinderella - her stepbrother, Holden, has somehow broken the ACTUAL fairy
tale. The ugly stepsister is marrying the prince, and there's no happy ever after! The only way to fix it is by entering the
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story. But if Holden and Maddie can't solve the problem, they'll be stuck in the fairy tale world forever.

The Big Stink
50 years of an iconic classic! This international bestseller and inspiration for a beloved movie is a heroic story of friendship
and belonging. No one ever said life was easy. But Ponyboy is pretty sure that he's got things figured out. He knows that he
can count on his brothers, Darry and Sodapop. And he knows that he can count on his friends—true friends who would do
anything for him, like Johnny and Two-Bit. But not on much else besides trouble with the Socs, a vicious gang of rich kids
whose idea of a good time is beating up on “greasers” like Ponyboy. At least he knows what to expect—until the night
someone takes things too far. The Outsiders is a dramatic and enduring work of fiction that laid the groundwork for the YA
genre. S. E. Hinton's classic story of a boy who finds himself on the outskirts of regular society remains as powerful today as
it was the day it was first published. "The Outsiders transformed young-adult fiction from a genre mostly about prom
queens, football players and high school crushes to one that portrayed a darker, truer world." —The New York Times "Taut
with tension, filled with drama." —The Chicago Tribune "[A] classic coming-of-age book." —Philadelphia Daily News A New
York Herald Tribune Best Teenage Book A Chicago Tribune Book World Spring Book Festival Honor Book An ALA Best Book
for Young Adults Winner of the Massachusetts Children's Book Award

Rotten School #8: The Teacher from Heck
The biggest, toughest girl in school joins the football team and foils a sly fourth grader's attempts to win the affections of
the snobbiest girl in the class.

Junie B. Jones and Her Big Fat Mouth
The competition is fierce to see who will be named Most Outstanding Fourth Grader. Bernie's buddy Belzer has got to win or
his days at Rotten School are numbered. Illustrations.

Rotten School #16: Dumb Clucks
The Searing Portrayal Of War That Has Stunned And Galvanized Generations Of Readers An immediate bestseller upon its
original publication in 1939, Dalton Trumbo’s stark, profoundly troubling masterpiece about the horrors of World War I
brilliantly crystallized the uncompromising brutality of war and became the most influential protest novel of the Vietnam
era. Johnny Got His Gun is an undisputed classic of antiwar literature that’s as timely as ever. “A terrifying book, of an
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extraordinary emotional intensity.”--The Washington Post "Powerful. . . an eye-opener." --Michael Moore "Mr. Trumbo sets
this story down almost without pause or punctuation and with a fury amounting to eloquence."--The New York Times "A
book that can never be forgotten by anyone who reads it."--Saturday Review

Dirty Rotten Scoundrels (Songbook)
Joe Sweety is the worst kind of bully - big, mean, and always ready to use his fists. Chipmunk is the shyest, clumsiest kid at
Rotten School. When Chipmunk is paired with Joe on a class trip, Chipmunk spills his apple juice, barfs and pulls down Joe's
trousers. So Joe beats up poor Chipmunk.

Spoil 'em Rotten!
A frighteningly fun picture book adventure from two monstrously talented children's book icons--Marc Brown and R.L. Stine!
Are you are afraid of monsters? Do they make you shiver and shake and shut your eyes really tight at night? Welcome to
the Little Shop of Monsters! Do you want a SNEEZER? A TICKLER? Or one of the CREEPIEST monsters of all? Come on in and
choose your favorite, if you dare (before one of them chooses YOU!). Renowned children's book creators Marc Brown and
R.L. Stine join forces for the very first time-in Stine's picture book debut-with a tale that is monstrously good fun. 2016
Children's Choice Book Award Winner -- Kindergarten-2nd Grade Book of the Year

Lose, Team, Lose!
When Ellie and six of her friends return home from a camping trip deep in the bush, they find things hideously wrong -- their
families gone, houses empty and abandoned, pets and stock dead. Gradually they begin to comprehend that their country
has been invaded and everyone in the town has been taken prisoner. As the horrible reality of the situation becomes
evident they have to make a life-and-death decision: to run back into the bush and hide, to give themselves up to be with
their families, or to stay and try to fight. This reveting, tautly-drawn novel seems at times to be only a step away from
today's headlines.

Rotten School #6: The Heinie Prize
The Big Blueberry Barf-off!
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When her kindergarten class has Job Day, Junie B. goes through much confusion and excitement before deciding on the
"bestest" job of all.

The Glass Castle
It's a stinky situation when Nathan's school, Belgosi Upper Elementary, develops a mold problem. But what's the reason
behind the stinky, putrid, rotten smell that seems to be following Nathan around?

The No-Good, Rotten, Run-On Sentence
The most popular dude in school? It has to be Bernie Bridges. Just ask him! Bernie wants to win the Most Popular Rotten
Student of the Year title. But first he has to prove he's the most popular dude on campus. How? Easy. He'll get Jennifer
Ecch, the yearbook photographer, to follow him around. All she has to do is snap pictures of him being popular. When that
doesn't work, Bernie decides to throw himself the biggest birthday party ever. But, look out, Bernie . . . . Some birthday
parties turn out to be surprise parties!

Alcoholics Anonymous
Companies spend incredible amounts of energy and treasure trying to bring new customers in the front door, only to watch
them walk right out the back because they feel unimpressed, dissatisfied, or even insulted by the terrible service they
receive. Spoil 'em Rotten, and close that back door! Keep every customer you ever earn by treating them so well, they'll
fight to stay with you. Turn your delighted customers into your most powerful sales force, as they brag about how well you
treat them to their friends, colleagues, even strangers on the street. When Candice is assigned to write a paper on one
remarkable company, she chooses Walsh's Supermarkets-and its inspirational owner, Mr. Walsh, takes her under his wing to
share sixty of his Best Practices and the compelling philosophy behind them. Written in an entertaining and easy-to-read
style, Spoil 'em Rotten! is a must for anyone who ever interacts with the customer.

If the Creek Don't Rise
A story that describes the correct way to compose a sentence.

Popular Series Fiction for K-6 Readers
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Bernie Bridges is the luckiest kid at Rotten School. He wins every game he plays, doesn't get into any trouble, and even
finds money! So what's the catch? For the good luck to stick, Bernie has to keep his parrot, Lippy, on his shoulder wherever
he goes. Lippy's luck is so powerful that Bernie's friends, Feenman and Crench, want in, too. But the minute they touch
Lippy, everything changes—Lippy turns into a bad-luck bird. Now nothing Bernie does goes right. Bad luck follows him
wherever he goes. There's only one solution, thinks Bernie. He'll give the bird away to his archrival, Sherman Oaks. But hold
on! Now Sherman is having all the good luck in the world. Has Bernie made a big mistake? Can he get both his bird and his
good luck back—or has his luck run out for good?

Rotten School #1: The Big Blueberry Barf-Off!
After being homeschooled her whole life, Heidi Heckelbeck enters a real school in second grade, where she encounters a
mean girl named Melanie who makes her feel like an alien.

Holes
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex
and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the
mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how
to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family.
When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the
dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will
to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite
its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description.

The Outsiders
Tomorrow, When the War Began
Why are the Rotten School kids screaming in terror? Maybe it's because everyone on campus is making a horror movie!
Bernie Bridges wants to make the most terrifying film of all. If he does, he'll win a part in the famous director B.A. Gool's
next film: EEK III: Revenge of the Warts. Bernie thinks he's got some great creepy ideas. But he's better watch out on
Halloween night—it's going to be a real scream!
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Rotten School #14: Night of the Creepy Things
Dudes, the School is Haunted!
The cats of America are under siege! Long gone are the good old days when a cat’s biggest worries were mean dogs or a
bath. Modern cats must confront satanists, online predators, the possibility of needing to survive in a post-apocalyptic
wasteland, and countless other threats to their nine lives. For over four decades, the American Association of Patriots have
stood at the vanguard of our country's defense by helping to prepare our nation's cat owners for the difficult conversations
they dread having with their pets. Written in a simple Q&A format, How to Talk to Your Cat About Gun Safety answers
crucial questions such as, “What is the right age to talk to my cat about the proper use of firearms?” and “What are the
benefits of my cat living a lifestyle of abstinence?” and especially “Why does my cat need to use the internet? Can’t he just
play with yarn like cats used to do?” Our country—and our cats—stand at a precipice. It will take courage, and it will take
hard work, but armed with the knowledge within these pages, we can make our cats—and America—great again!

Johnny Got His Gun
Hey! Where Is Everyone? That's what Bernie Bridges wants to know when he can't find any of his friends. Everyone has
disappeared! And when he finally does find them, they're acting really weird. For instance, his shy friend Chipmunk thinks
he is a fearless warrior, and football star Jennifer Ecch thinks she is a princess. What is going on? Soon Bernie realizes that
everyone at Rotten School is acting! They are all playing parts in a big battle. A battle between the Dum Diddys and the
Knighty Knight Knights. But it's not a real fight. It's a video game called Wungo Warriors—and everyone has to pay that
spoiled rich kid Sherman Oaks to play. Bernie can't let Sherman get away with this. He has a plan to outsmart Sherman—by
bringing the Wungo Warriors to life! What Bernie doesn't know, though, is that a real-life battle between the Dum Diddys
and the Knighty Knight Knights could shut down Rotten School forever.

Rotten School #12: Battle of the Dum Diddys
Is Mrs. Heinie Gone Forever? Mrs. Heinie is so nearsighted, she can't find her nose without her glasses on! But she doesn't
have to see to know that Bernie Bridges and his Rotten House buddies are up to no good. Cuz they're ALWAYS up to no
good! Mrs. H. decides she can't take it anymore! She's replaced by a teacher named Mr. Skruloose. He's the Teacher from
HECK! He's so strict, he won't let kids SNEEZE! And he gives four hours of homework every night! Mr. Skruloose HAS to go.
The annual Water War is under way. Who has time for homework? Can Bernie think up a scheme to bring Mrs. Heinie back?
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Does a weasel have lips?

Rotten School #6: The Heinie Prize
Winner of the Newbery Medal and the National Book Award! This #1 New York Times bestselling, modern classic in which
boys are forced to dig holes day in and day out is now available with a splashy new look. Stanley Yelnats is under a curse. A
curse that began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather and has since followed generations of
Yelnatses. Now Stanley has been unjustly sent to a boys’ detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the boys build
character by spending all day, every day digging holes exactly five feet wide and five feet deep. There is no lake at Camp
Green Lake. But there are an awful lot of holes. It doesn’t take long for Stanley to realize there’s more than character
improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because the warden is looking for something. But
what could be buried under a dried-up lake? Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of
crime and punishment—and redemption. Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from Small Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as
well as an excerpt from Louis Sachar’s new middle-grade novel, Fuzzy Mud. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel." --The New
York Times WINNER OF THE BOSTON GLOBE-HORN BOOK AWARD A NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW NOTABLE CHILDREN'S
BOOK SELECTED FOR NUMEROUS BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR AND ALA HONORS

The Little Shop of Monsters
Bernie Bridges and his friends win their school's invention contest and are confident they can win against Preppy Prep Prep,
but the private school students come up with an invention that the students of Rotten School find hard to beat.

Buttheads from Outer Space
Jennifer Ecch is in love with Bernie Bridges and Bernie decides to become the nastiest, grossest, most disgusting kid in
school to try to shake her interest.

Punk'd and Skunked
Master of horror R.L. Stine returns to his comedy roots in this laugh-out-loud, rotten-to-the-core, wildly popular chapter book
series about the crazy antics at Rotten School! Bernie Bridges, the most popular fourth grader at Rotten School, has got it
made with loyal friends, a girlfriend (even if she pretends she’s not), and even a heated waterbed! But what Bernie doesn’t
have is a solid-gold digital watch with forty-two functions like his archrival Sherman Oaks. But Bernie has a plan to get it.
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Bernie always has a plan! It’s time for a blueberry pie eating contest. Winner takes all! Packed with three dozen hilariously
disgusting half-tone illustrations by Trip Park, readers won’t be able to resist the madness at Rotten School—where good is
good, bad is better, and rotten is the absolute best!

To Kill a Mockingbird
Voted America's Best-Loved Novel in PBS's The Great American Read Harper Lee's Pulitzer Prize-winning masterwork of
honor and injustice in the deep South—and the heroism of one man in the face of blind and violent hatred One of the most
cherished stories of all time, To Kill a Mockingbird has been translated into more than forty languages, sold more than forty
million copies worldwide, served as the basis for an enormously popular motion picture, and was voted one of the best
novels of the twentieth century by librarians across the country. A gripping, heart-wrenching, and wholly remarkable tale of
coming-of-age in a South poisoned by virulent prejudice, it views a world of great beauty and savage inequities through the
eyes of a young girl, as her father—a crusading local lawyer—risks everything to defend a black man unjustly accused of a
terrible crime.

Rotten School #15: Calling All Birdbrains
Is Belzer a loser? Just because he wears T-shirts that say I need a Tutor and Ask Me About My Allergies? Just because he
picks scabs off his knees and eats them? Belzer's parents think he's a loser. They want to take him out of Rotten School.
Every year Mrs. Heinie awards the Heinie Prize to the Most Outstanding Fourth Grader. Bernie Bridges wants Belzer to win
the Heinie. Then his parents will have to let him stay. But that spoiled rich kid Sherman Oaks wants to win the Heinie, too.
Can Bernie pull off a miracle? Will Belzer be the royal Heinie?

The Rottenest Angel
(Vocal Selections). 16 vocal selections from the wickedly funny Broadway musical with music by David Yazbek. Songs
include: Give Them What They Want * Great Big Stuff * Love Is My Legs * Love Sneaks In * Nothing Is Too Wonderful to Be
True * What Was a Woman to Do * and more. Includes bio and pages of photos!
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